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A View from the East: The Russian Germans, the Russian Electronic Library and Russian Scholarship on the German Diaspora

People have used comparison to discover much of what they know about the world. We can use comparison to broaden how we think about Germans in America. America is part of a global German diaspora, and Russia is also part of it. Germans were living together in Russia at least by the first half of the 1500s, when Moscow already had a nemetskaia sloboda, or Germantown. We can use knowledge about Germans in Russia to better understand Germans in the United States, their history, experience and connections to Germans elsewhere. Much of the knowledge about Germans in Russia is freely available to us online, thanks to Russia’s digital information revolution and to all the open access to information in Runet, the Internet domain for Russia and for information resources in the Russian language. The Russian electronic library of scholarship in all disciplines, at elibrary.ru, contains over twenty-eight million journal articles, book chapters, dissertations and other writings.

Comparative history is a thriving practice, as we can see in the growing number of historical works that bear the word “comparative” in their titles. Comparative history is also the subject of much thought and debate. Contributors to a 2004 volume on the subject consider comparative history as everything from a method to a “tool to provoke thought” and even a form of liberation. For Marta Petrusewicz, “the aim of comparison . . . is to lead the researcher to new ways of posing questions,” while for Nancy L. Green, “comparisons offer a powerful means of breaking down the monolithic, blindered national narratives that historians often take for granted.” In another edited volume on comparative history (2009), this one from Israel, Benjamin Z. Kedar writes in the introduction that a “historian who limits his study to a single country . . . is very often unable to perceive the true contours
of its uniqueness or to comprehend that the local phenomena he studies are merely variants of some general ones; transnational comparisons may help him overcome such shortcomings.”

We can imagine many topics for comparative study that might well reward us with productive new understandings and perspectives on the Germans in the United States and in Russia, despite the great differences between these two large and widely separated states and societies. Consider ethnic territoriality and war experience as two such topics. Germans, like immigrant ethnic groups everywhere, tended to settle together in certain locations, from rural districts to city neighborhoods. These local ethnic communities developed their own public life, elites and sense of identity, but they also became part of the state’s local administrative territories, and they became subject to the state’s local governments. Immigrant ethnic groups occupy territory that belongs to their host state, but the state may allow the immigrant population to participate in local politics, and it may allow or even grant various kinds of autonomy to the immigrant community, which also creates “autonomies” (cultural, economic, religious) on its own. How did the German immigrant ethnic group imagine and practice its territoriality within the very different national practices of territoriality in America and Russia? One striking contrast is that in Russia, where pre-conquest ethnic territoriality remained mostly intact, the new Soviet state created an Autonomous Republic of Volga Germans, which the Russian Germans strived to restore for decades after World War II. Harvard historian Terry Martin even called the Soviet Union, boldly, an “affirmative action empire.”

The two world wars connect Russia, America and their respective populations and communities of German ancestry, because both Russia and America were at war with Germany in both wars. German-Americans and Russian Germans found themselves in a similar situation, one that came over them suddenly and one that unsettled and distressed them: they were singled out, entered a special, diminished status, and suffered suspicion and hostility. How did their situations differ? For America, Germany was an ocean away, while Russia struggled with invasion by formidable German armies. In Russia, Empress Alexandra was from Hessen, Germans were prominent in the institutions of state, and German Socialism inspired the revolution, while America’s German elites were different in their configuration and standing. In Russia, individuals declared their ethnicity and carried it as a marker in their official documents, while in America ethnicity was more informal. What wartime measures, actions, restrictions, attitudes and treatment did German-Americans and Russian Germans face from the state, employers, schools, other institutions and their fellow citizens? How did German-Americans and Russian Germans react and adapt? What happened to their emotions, outlook
and identity? How were Germans and things German silenced, concealed and erased, perhaps in part by Germans themselves? And how has it all changed in the decades since the wars, in the two countries on different sides of the world?4

Besides such comparative perspectives, secondary migration from Russia to the United States also connects Russian Germans and German-Americans. LaVern J. Rippley estimated that “nearly 120,000 [Russian] Germans emigrated to the United States from Russia between 1870 and 1920,” and that “substantial numbers also migrated to Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and, to a lesser extent, also to Mexico.” New state policies of Russification, especially in school instruction, and revocation of Russian German privileges from the 18th century, especially exemption from military service, started the migration to the United States, where, at the same time, the Northern Plains were becoming attractive to farmers, all the more so to the Russian Germans, because the physical conditions there were quite familiar to them. Chain migration and growing instability in Russia, racked by revolution in 1905–1907, accelerated Russian German emigration. By 1920, the Federal census found 303,532 first- and second-generation Russian Germans in the United States. The Russian Germans, divided into insular Protestant, Catholic and Mennonite subcultures, and into Volga Germans and Black Sea Germans, remained a distinct immigrant ethnic group in America, where their dialect and century in Russia estranged them from other German-Americans. So, they published their own periodicals in America, chief among them the Dakota Freie Presse. In 1980, the landmark Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups recognized their separate identity and included an entry on the “Germans from Russia,” written by LaVern J. Rippley. The four German-language periodicals that he mentioned for the group all ceased by 1954, but since 1968 the American Historical Society of Germans from Russia, and also the Germans from Russia Heritage Society (1971), have issued publications, held annual conventions, built library and museum collections, and gone online.5

The Germans in Russia since the 1500s

The earliest German community in Muscovy was the nemetskaia sloboda in Moscow. It appeared by the reign of Czar Ivan III, and it was one of many slobody in the city. A sloboda was an area reserved for a class of artisans or for an ethnic group, where the group enjoyed self-rule and other privileges and freedoms. Moscow also had slobody for Ukrainians, Georgians and Tatars. The German sloboda did not remain in its original location, and its people were not just Germans. To Muscovites, all Europeans were “Germans.” Many
kinds of West Europeans also lived in the nemetskaia sloboda, but they became German-speaking. Germans and West Europeans were useful to Muscovy, because they brought superior skills and technologies to the Slavic state on the edge of Muslim and Turkic Eurasia. They also brought the Catholic and Protestant religions and churches. So, the sloboda was a place to segregate Germans away from the Orthodox Russian population.6

The nemetskaia sloboda, on the banks of the Yauza River on the east side of Moscow, attracted the young Peter the Great and inspired his later effort to Europeanize Russia as czar from the 1680s to the 1720s. Peter’s new capital on the Baltic Sea, St. Petersburg, had its own nemetskaia sloboda, and so did Voronezh, on the southern steppes, where German shipbuilders served Peter’s naval ambitions. The academy of sciences, another of Peter’s innovations, was German in composition and language for decades. Peter’s victory over Sweden in the Great Northern War brought Estonia, Latvia and their Baltic German landowners, burghers and educators into the Russian Empire and into the czarist court, ministries, schools, armed forces and administration.7

In 1761, Catherine, a minor princess from Sachsen Anhalt, became czarina of Russia, and invited German peasants to settle on the middle Volga, the great river that flows into the Caspian Sea. Some twenty thousand came in the 1760s by ship across the Baltic Sea to St. Petersburg and then overland to Saratov. They became the Volga Germans. Other migrations of Germans followed from the 1800s to the 1860s, to Crimea and the Black Sea steppes in Ukraine, which Catherine took from the Ottomans, to the northern Caucasus, which Russia depopulated in its 19th-century wars against the Circassians, and to Volhynia in western Ukraine, where Russia pressed Polish noblemen off the fertile black-earth lands to end the cycle of Polish uprisings.8

In the Russian Empire’s final fifty years, its Germans expanded their secondary migrations eastward to the Pacific and westward across the Atlantic to North America. Russian Germans became their own global diaspora within the global diaspora of all Germans. The Transsiberian magistral (railway), completed in 1904, brought Siberia and the Russian Far East into the railroad network and economy of European Russia, and Germans from the Volga and Black Sea founded new farming colonies near Omsk in Western Siberia. They also went to other destinations, such as the Altai Mountains in Central Siberia, where mining and metallurgy developed, and to Turkestan, which we now call Central Asia, after Russia conquered this vast region in the 1860s. Emigration of Russian Germans to the Great Plains in the United States and Canada began after 1871, when Russia ended exemption from military service for its Germans. This emigration accelerated after the Revolution of 1905, as Germans lost confidence in the empire and in their own security there. In the century from 1796, when Empress Catherine the Great died, to 1897, when
Russia conducted its first national census, the empire’s German population grew by 755%, from 237,000 to 1,790,000. And in North America, Volga Germans remained a community, separate from other Germans.\(^9\)

The 20th century was a calamity for many of Russia’s 180 nationalities, including Russians, each in its own way. For the Germans, the ordeal already began in 1914, when Russia went to war with Germany. As Russia’s enormous losses grew, so did hostility against its own Germans. Revolution in 1917 brought bandits and Red and White armies, which took what they wanted. The Germans, prosperous farmers and tradesmen, were ripe targets, like they were, when they first came to the Volga steppes, for the Turkic nomads. World War I brought five million young men to Russia—Chinese and others Asians to work, and Europeans as prisoners of war, most of them German-speaking. The Bolsheviks used the foreigners to wage the civil war and Red terror. They also sent Red Germans and Austrians, former prisoners-of-war, into the Russian German settlements to impose their new regime. As internationalists, the Bolsheviks gave the Russian Germans autonomy: already in 1918, to forestall imperial Germany’s designs and emigration to Germany, they created an Autonomous Republic of Volga Germans. Its head was Ernst Reuter, a German prisoner-of-war turned Bolshevik, who went on to become a Social Democrat in Germany and mayor of West Berlin from 1948 to 1953. The Bolsheviks were also millenarians, who tolerated no other religion, and in the Russian German countryside, Christian religions and churches were central to socialization, education, social life and identity. The real collision came after 1928, when Stalin turned industrialization, collectivization and his own homicidal pathologies into a war against the peasants and nationalities.\(^10\)

On June 22, 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union. On August 28, the Supreme Soviet abolished the Volga German republic and decreed the deportation of all Soviet Germans from Europe to *spetsposeleniiia*, “special settlements,” which they could not freely leave, in Siberia and Central Asia. NKVD security forces deported almost a million Soviet Germans in the first two weeks of September. In 1942, Soviet German men and women made up most of the *trudarmiiia*, the wartime “labor army” sent to harvest timber, mine coal and do construction and other heavy labor under guard in remote locations, where many died from exposure and hunger. In 1955, the Supreme Soviet abolished the regime of “special settlements” and rehabilitated the Germans, but it did not allow them to return to their homes on the Volga, and the triple traumas of deportation, the special settlements and the labor army continued to preoccupy the Soviet German psyche unresolved. The wartime actions scattered the Germans and their communities and families. German-language schools were no longer possible. Animosities persisted in a country
where the German invasion took so many lives, and Soviet Germans married outside their ethnic group, became Russian-speaking and assimilated.\textsuperscript{11}

But German identity continued, not least because ethnicity continued as an obligatory identifier for citizens in the Soviet and Russian state, an identifier carried with one’s internal passport. From the 1960s, ethnic German delegations petitioned Soviet leaders and then Russian President Yeltsin to restore the German republic on the Volga, to no avail. Germans, more than Russians and others, stayed in agriculture and on the land, where they had more children than their urbanized Soviet fellow citizens. In 1989, the last Soviet census became the high point for the German population—2,040,000, 47\% of them in Kazakhstan, 9\% in the other four Central Asian republics, 41\% in Russia, 2\% in Ukraine, and 2\% in the remaining eight Soviet republics. By 2010, Russia’s German population fell by 47\%, to just 394,000, because the mass emigration of Germans had taken 2–3 million people from the former Soviet Union to Germany, where the \textit{Russlanddeutsche} (Russian Germans) are among the largest immigrant ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{12}

**The Russian Electronic Library and Russian Scholarship on the German Diaspora**

If we want to compare the migration experience of Germans in Russia to their experience in America, so as to better understand the American experience and the global German diaspora, then we need access to scholarship in Russia. The Russian electronic library at \texttt{elibrary.ru} gives us open access to this scholarship, and so do many other information resources online in Russia. This may surprise us, because American stereotypes about Russia do not encourage us to expect open access to information, freedom of scholarship, modernity or even competence in Russia. We may also think of the global digital information revolution as mostly American, Western and Anglophone, because the sense of our own exceptionalism in Western Europe and America is so strong. But the information revolution really is global, and Russia is a good example to help us see this and to reimagine the world’s scholarship and our own.\textsuperscript{13}

The Russian electronic library became a platform for the country’s periodical scholarship in all disciplines in 2005 and long since fully covers most all academic journals published in Russia. It also includes Russia’s citation index, which tracks usage and measures impact factor for every publication and author, in order to encourage academic productivity and quality, although this (Western) assessment system may have other effects. \texttt{Elibrary.ru} now offers about as many texts as Google Books, approaching 30 million. In the Russian electronic library this is the work of 827,980
authors in 1.6 million issues of 60,125 journals and 3.3 million books. Of the journals, 14,824 (25%) are published in Russia, 5,594 of them in digital full-text, 4,721 of these with open access. Of the books, 0.7 million (21%) are in digital full-text. Over 1.8 million registered users in 125 countries open 90 million abstracts and download 12 million full-text articles per year in elibrary.ru. Only 1,225 users are in the United States. Access is free (upon registration) to anyone in the world with an Internet connection.14

How much literature can we find in elibrary.ru about Germans in Russia and elsewhere? If we search for the keywords rossiiske nemtsy (Russian Germans) everywhere, even in the full text of all publications and in their bibliographical references, we get 46,080 publications. That's too many, and most will be irrelevant, because the Russian electronic library's search interface does not offer phrase searching. So, we get all publications that mention “Russian” and “Germans” not just as a phrase but also separately. But if we limit our search just to the titles, abstracts and keywords assigned to publications, we get 956 articles, almost all of them relevant. Of these, 424 (44%) have a PDF file of their full text, which we can freely download, read and carry with us anywhere on a memory key. Another title-abstract-and-keyword search, this time for “Germans Kazakhstan,” gives us 56 more articles, almost all with full-text PDFs. For “Mennonites,” we get another six articles. Searches that produce mostly false hits are “Germans Ukraine” (56 results), Khortitsa (20 results) and “German Americans” (30 results), but at least we learn that Russian scholars are not writing much about Germans in these places. (Khortitsa, or Chortitza, now part of Zaporizhia, Ukraine, was a Mennonite colony on an eponymous island in the Dnepr River.) We also find two articles about the Pennsylvania Dutch language.15

So, what kind of result set are the almost 500 full-text, open-access articles in elibrary.ru that mention “Russian Germans” or “Germans Kazakhstan” in their titles, abstracts and keywords? It is a big result set that compares well to EBSCO’s Historical Abstracts database, where we find 733 articles with “Russian Germans” as a subject term, but most of these are not academic and only 40 are full-text. Forty-six Historical Abstracts articles are in German and 42 in Russian, but only 2 German articles and no Russian ones are full-text. In elibrary.ru, all but two articles are from the year 2000 or later, whereas in Historical Abstracts, 409 articles (56%) are older, back to 1956. So, elibrary.ru adds a lot to our research in American databases on a subject like Russia’s Germans. Elibrary.ru is useful even if we cannot read Russian, because most all articles have titles, abstracts, keywords and even sources in both Russian and English. So, we can search in English, read the abstracts in English, and inform ourselves about the Russian literature beyond our reach.16
In elibrary.ru, we can survey all the recent literature in Russia and keep up with new literature. Most of our 500 articles are about Russian German history, linguistics and identity in the 20th century and in the present post-1991 period in Siberia, other Russian locations, Kazakhstan and Germany. Few articles are about the four centuries of German experience in czarist Russia. Linguists examine dialectology and sociolinguistics. Russian Germans have much to teach us about language and identity in dispersal since their 1941 deportation from the Volga and European Russia, and no less interesting to scholars of language and identity is their situation in Germany as a large Russian-speaking population that is diverse, and not just German, in descent.17

Articles about the Republic of Volga Germans can be a pole of comparison to past discourses and projects in ethnolinguistic territoriality among Germans in the Americas. And the Volga was not the only site of German autonomy in the Soviet Union: German districts, villages and collective farms appeared from Ukraine to Siberia. In Kazakhstan, Germans gained their own schools in 1957 and then radio and television programs, a newspaper, a writers union, all kinds of associations and a professional theater by 1980. In 1976, Yuri Andropov, then head of the KGB, launched an operation to create a German autonomous republic in northern Kazakhstan. Without their Volga republic, Germans were becoming discontent and receptive to emigration, while Kazakhs were becoming too dominant in their multiethnic republic. Both problems worried the KGB, and a new German republic was a solution to both problems, but Kazakh resistance, both elite and popular, defeated the KGB. Sattar Kaziev at North Kazakhstan State University reveals all this to us in his article on the “‘Golden Age’ of Soviet Internationalism and Problems of Interethnic Relations in Kazakhstan.”18

Books are more important than articles in the social sciences, but we can rely on elibrary.ru only for articles, and only back to 2005 or later. These two limitations are not as serious as they seem: our 500 articles are full of references to books about Russian Germans and to older articles. Elibrary.ru also gives us essays from edited volumes and links to the PDFs of entire edited volumes, such as the 2017 volume of papers from a conference on the Germans of Kazakhstan and Siberia in the past and present, which we can download for free from the publisher. Articles give us more perspectives on more aspects of our subject, and some articles summarize what would take us many hours to read in books. So, on just two pages in German, Barno Mamatovna Sattarova summarizes literature on three successive waves of German migration to Russia in the century after Catherine the Great’s decree of 1763. Sattarova is an Uzbek scholar at Termez State University. On seven pages in Russian,
Tatiana Borisovna Smirnova at Omsk State University summarizes the population history of Russian Germans since 1763.\textsuperscript{19}

As for the Russian electronic library’s shallow reach into older bodies of literature, only back to 2005, it’s not so big a problem for a subject like Russian Germans, because scholars in Russia could only begin writing about it in the 1990s. Sixty years before them, in the late 1920s, scholars at the universities in Leningrad and Odessa organized research projects about the German colonies in their respective regions. They did fieldwork and produced scholarship. But the secret police saw their collaboration as a “counter-revolutionary, fascist German organization” and carried out a massive 1930s operation that targeted 99 individuals and put 53 of them in prison. Vera Vladlenovna Solo­dova lays out this episode for us in painful detail, along with insights into this early and ambitious research on Russian Germans.\textsuperscript{20}

Arkadii Adolfovich German and Irina Vasilevna Cherkazianova survey the new scholarship on Russian Germans in their 2015 article on twenty years of the International Association of Researchers on the History and Culture of the Russian Germans. German (b. 1948), a founder and chairman of the Association, and a former colonel in the Soviet and Russian armed forces, is a historian at Saratov State University on the Volga. He has written more about the Russian Germans in the 20th century than anyone else. As late as 1982, the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party troubled itself with historians and heritage enthusiasts who wanted to form a Russian German research center, which this high party authority would not allow. The silence ended in November and December 1988, in the Gorbachev era, when \textit{Pravda}, the Communist Party’s daily newspaper, and other national publications, printed long articles about the Soviet Germans on the 70th anniversary of their long-lost republic on the Volga. After that, scholars interested in the Russian Germans, most of them Russian Germans themselves, organized annual conferences, launched their Association, and began their remarkable research and writing. Today the field of Russian German studies and its scholars in Russia can be a productive partner to the Society for German American Studies and to us in the United States as we seek a better understanding of the global German diaspora. And the Russian electronic library at elibrary.ru gives us free and full access to all the new scholarship in Russia.\textsuperscript{21}
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